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& cleaning accessories for the Dairy & Food Industry
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braunbrush®



order toll free 1.800.645.4111 or on our website www.brush.com

Metal free brushes are a new solution to cleaning the inside of straight and especially
curved pipes and tubes without scratching them. Metal Free brushes are made with
100% food grade polypropylene for maximum compatibility to a wide range of cleaning
solutions. The bristles are fused to the handles which minimizes the potential for
trapping bacteria and contaminants while securely holding the bristles in place. If you do
not see a specific size brush, please contact us at 1-800-645-4111 to discuss your
needs, or you can design your own brush on our website at www.brush.com.

metal freeproducts

Braun can manufacture unique brushes to fit any application. We make brushes used
for dusting, liquid application or cleaning to your specifications. You can design online
on the design-a-brush section of the website at www.brush.com, call toll-free for a
quote at 1-800-645-4111 or FAX us your drawing to 516-741-6299. We can
manufacture one brush or 100 – whatever the need.

These are comments we hear
frequently from our customers.
We are grateful for their praise
and have worked hard to earn it.

As the oldest family owned
brush manufacturer in business
today (established in 1875) we
are dedicated to providing you
with the:

● best brushes possible.

● finest materials.

● highest quality available.

● most stringent hygienic
standards.

● long-lasting performance.

Over half of all the brushes
manufactured at Braun are
custom made to our
customers’ specifications.

If you don’t see the brush you
need for your application, please
use either the design-a-brush
feature on our website or give us
a call.

Our tech people will walk you
through the entire process.
Braun is here to build the
brushes you need.

Satisfaction is guaranteed!
If you are not completely satisfied
with anything you order from

Braun Brush, we will gladly repair,
replace or refund the cost of the
products in full. Please call toll-free
within 60 days of receipt of goods for
specific return instructions.

satisfactionguaranteed

1-800-645-4111

design your ownbrush
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BK R Y OR BL G P Brushes shipped in white unless otherwise specified by letter designation following the item number.
Some prices for colors may vary. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice.

Metal free brushes are used to clean the inside of straight and especially curved pipes and tubes. They also clean valves and fittings or
anywhere aggressive scrubbing is needed. Metal Free brushes will not scratch any surface. Made with 100% food grade polypropylene.
Highly chemical resistant. Fused bristles minimize the potential for trapping bacteria and contaminants. Available in white only.

metal freebrushes

MF12F.25 1/4” $17.00

MF12F.375 3/8” $17.00

MF12F.5 1/2” $17.00

MF12F.625 5/8” $17.40

MF12F.75 3/4” $17.80

MF12F.875 7/8” $18.20

MF12F1 1” $18.60

MF12F1.25 1 1/4” $19.00

MF18F.25 1/4” $18.80

MF18F.375 3/8” $18.80

MF18F.5 1/2” $18.80

MF18F.625 5/8” $19.20

MF18F.75 3/4” $19.60

MF18F.875 7/8” $20.00

MF18F1 1” $20.40

MF18F1.25 1 1/4” $20.80

MF24F.25 1/4” $19.50

MF24F.375 3/8” $19.50

MF24F.5 1/2” $19.50

MF24F.625 5/8” $19.90

MF24F.75 3/4” $20.30

MF24F.875 7/8” $20.70

MF24F1 1” $21.10

MF24F1.25 1 1/4” $21.50

MF12S.75 3/4” $20.00

MF12S.875 7/8” $20.40

MF12S1 1” $20.80

MF12S1.25 1 1/4” $21.20

MF12S1.5 1 1/2” $21.60

MF12S1.75 1 3/4” $22.00

MF12S2 2” $22.40

MF12S2.5 2 1/2” $22.80

MF18S.75 3/4” $21.80

MF18S.875 7/8” $22.20

MF18S1 1” $22.60

MF18S1.25 1 1/4” $23.00

MF18S1.5 1 1/2” $24.80

MF18S1.75 1 3/4” $26.60

MF18S2 2” $28.40

MF18S2.5 2 1/2” $30.20

MF24S.75 3/4” $22.90

MF24S.875 7/8” $23.30

MF24S1 1” $23.70

MF24S1.25 1 1/4” $26.20

MF24S1.5 1 1/2” $28.70

MF24S1.75 1 3/4” $31.20

MF24S2 2” $33.70

MF24S2.5 2 1/2” $36.20

MF12R.75 3/4” $21.30

MF12R1 1” $22.10

MF12R1.25 1 1/4” $22.50

MF12R1.5 1 1/2” $22.90

MF12R1.75 1 3/4” $23.30

MF12R2 2” $23.70

MF12R2.5 2 1/2” $24.10

MF12R3 3” $24.50

MF18R.75 3/4” $23.10

MF18R1 1” $23.90

MF18R1.25 1 1/4” $24.30

MF18R1.5 1 1/2” $26.10

MF18R1.75 1 3/4” $27.90

MF18R2 2” $29.70

MF18R2.5 2 1/2” $31.50

MF18R3 3” $33.30

MF24R.75 3/4” $23.80

MF24R1 1” $24.60

MF24R1.25 1 1/4” $25.00

MF24R1.5 1 1/2” $27.50

MF24R1.75 1 3/4” $30.00

MF24R2 2” $32.50

MF24R2.5 2 1/2” $35.00

MF24R3 3” $37.50

MFDL24F.5 1/2” $22.82

MFDL24F.75 3/4” $22.97

MFDL24F1 1” $23.12

MFDL48F.5 1/2” $23.42

MFDL48F.75 3/4” $24.17

MFDL48F1 1” $24.92

MFDL36F.5 1/2” $23.22

MFDL36F.75 3/4” $23.77

MFDL36F1 1” $24.32

The Double Leader is a pull through brush. It has an 8” brush head with a ball on each end.



A Braun original. The concept of being able to reverse this brush after use in one direction almost
doubles the brush life. The polypropylene core is bonded to an aluminum tube with 1/4” female
pipe threads at each end. Synthetic bristles are securely fastened by a stainless steel retaining wire.
Handle not included; see page 10.

Similar in construction to Item # 9565 above. By adding a synthetic tufted half brass ball to the
tip, the brush becomes a very effective fitting brush. Handle not included; see page 10.

Four heavy stem wires provide super strength while binding a generous portion of bristle material. This is an economical solution to
good pipe cleaning. Handle not included; see page 10.

9565

1” 1 1/2” 2” 2 1/2” 3” 3 1/2” 4” 4 1/2” 5” 5 1/2” 6”

$34.50 $37.70 $40.90 $44.10 $47.30 $50.50 $53.70 $56.90 $60.10 $63.30 $66.50

8565

1” 1 1/2” 2” 2 1/2” 3” 3 1/2”

$69.30 $72.45 $75.60 $78.75 $81.90 $85.05

687

1” 1 1/2” 2” 2 1/2” 3” 4”

$26.00 $29.50 $33.00 $36.50 $40.00 $43.50

9680

1” 1 1/2” 2” 2 1/2” 3” 4”

$18.70 $20.30 $21.90 $23.50 $25.10 $28.30

pipe & fittingbrushes

These brushes give fast cleaning action and the plastic handle with synthetic bristles provides long wear life and superior sanitation. Trim
diameter: 1 1/2” x 18” long.

Available in curved or straight models, five different diameters. Plastic handles and synthetic bristles for longest wear.

9118 Plain Tip $26.75

9118T Tufted Tip $28.25

8862

1” 1 1/2” 2” 2 1/2” 3”

$8.20 $8.50 $8.80 $9.10 $9.40

9862

1” 1 1/2” 2” 2 1/2” 3”

$8.80 $9.10 $9.40 $9.70 $10.00

order toll free 1.800.645.4111 or on our website www.brush.com



3892 $13.60

The standard brush has two heavy-duty galvanized steel wires and the heavy duty
(below) has four heavy duty stainless steel wires.

Four heavy-duty stainless steel stem wires give this brush ample strength to hold its
shape while in use. White synthetic bristles give long wear life. The threaded handle
socket provides handle versatility. The size may be changed on location. Handle not
included — we recommend model AL12, AL18 or AL24 shown on page 10.

3890 $48.00

Synthetic bristles set with stainless steel staples in a solid white polypropylene
block. Brush measures 8 1/2” x 2 1/2” trim, overall length is 14”.

2200 White Synthetic Fiber $13.20

This brush will do a fine job getting into thin spaces in and around machinery. The
white polypropylene block is only 7/16” thick x 7/8” high. The overall length is 23”,
allowing for a long reach. The synthetic bristles are 2 1/4” long.

9556X White Synthetic Fiber $23.60

The same as our 9556X except staple set with stainless steel staples. The synthetic
bristles are 2 1/4” long — held in place by stainless steel staples.

9556 White Synthetic Fiber $9.70

machinebrushes

Exceeds all sanitary standards. White synthetic bristles set deep into solid white
epoxy. Solid white polypropylene block. Brush measures 8 1/2” x 2 1/2” trim, overall
length is 14”.

B22 White Synthetic $31.50

Brushes shipped in white unless otherwise specified by letter designation following the item number.
Some prices for colors may vary. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice.BK R Y OR BL G P



tank & vatbrushes

The only all plastic, totally hygienic tank brush. This means no bacteria buildup, since there are no tuft holes. Bristle fallout has been
virtually eliminated since every strand is fused into solid epoxy. Solid polypropylene block prevents cracking or chipping. Less fatigue
with Braun’s cored block design. Why lift all that extra weight? The ultimate in brush sanitation and the answer to the food inspector’s
dream. Brush measures 6” diameter x 12” wide. Handle not included; see page 10.

This is the standard by which most tank brushes are judged. It is the same as the 9400,
but with tufts anchored with stainless steel staples into machined tuft holes. Brush
measures 5 1/2” diameter x 11 1/2” wide.

Solid hi-density polyethylene brush block. Synthetic bristles with a single threaded handle
hole. Brush measures 4” or 5” diameter x 7” long. Handle not included; see page 10.

can & kettlebrushes

9400 White Synthetic $105.00

7400 White Synthetic $40.90

This brush is built on a 2” diameter hardwood or poly core, extending 3” out of the brush. The brush is filled with Tynex  nylon. Along
the brush body, the filament is stainless steel wire wound to the core. The filament at the brush head is set into a high density poly block
held securely with stainless steel staples.

For 5-gallon Dispenser Cans the overall length is 22 1/2” and maximum diameter is 10 1/2”.

For 10-gallon Dispenser Cans the overall length is 27” and maximum diameter is 13 1/8 ”.

GM1 Hardwood Core $316.10

GM1P Poly Core $487.00

GM2 Hardwood Core $337.00

GM2P Poly Rod $525.00

9075P One-quart size — 3” diameter x 7” long handle 3/4” x 9” $32.00

9275P Half-gallon size — 3 1/2” diameter x 7” long handle 3/4” x 9” $34.00

91004P
Four-ounce Composite Jar Brush — 2 3/4” diameter x 4”
long brush, handle measures 5/8” diameter x 6” long.

$30.00

91008P
Eight-ounce Composite Jar Brush — 2 3/4” diameter x 4 3/4”
long brush, handle measures 5/8” diameter x 8” long.

$34.00

9870-4 4” $74.90

9870-5 5” $86.00

®

order toll free 1.800.645.4111 or on our website www.brush.com



Just imagine — a push broom designed to stay as clean and sanitary as the day
you bought it. Epoxy bristle setting and plastic block makes it possible to wash
this broom as often as you like with no risk of damage. Handle not included; see
page 10.

floorbrushes

77N14 14” White Synthetic $95.00

77N18 18” White Synthetic $125.00

77N24 24” White Synthetic $150.00

This industry deserves nothing less than a stainless steel back with a white rubber squeegee. This cleaning tool actually retains its beauty
month after month. Above all, it’s a most efficient liquid mover. Handle not included; see page 10.

1775 18” $45.60

1776 24” $52.50

1777 30” $61.60

1778 36” $68.70

1775RR 18” $10.50

1776RR 24” $16.30

1777RR 30” $17.50

1778RR 36” $21.00

stainless steelfloor squeegees

All drain brushes are made using black
polyester fiber on a solid polypropylene block.
Brushes come with an external thread to fit the
L type handle.

Drain brush handles are made of PVC with a
white vinyl grip. Handles are made to accept the
drain brushes only. Drain brush handle, PVC
internal thread.

3403 3” $12.60

3404 4” $13.80

3405 5” $15.20

L36 36” $18.80

L48 48” $22.00

drainbrushes

Let your imagination run wild conjuring up easy ways to clean pipes! No handle is
required. Pump it through your system with liquid or air pressure. Be sure all pipes in the
line have the same I.D.  Ask for any size brush — we either have it, or will make it. Don’t
feel limited. Our pattern shop will produce the size you require in a matter of weeks. The
metal core can be re-bristled many times. Please call us toll free for a prompt quote.

ballbrushes

Brushes shipped in white unless otherwise specified by letter designation following the item number.
Some prices for colors may vary. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice.BK R Y OR BL G P



These engineered-for-the-job brushes are designed for continuous duty. The twisted
wire stem and handle are of heavy gauge wire. All brushes are filled with white
synthetic material. We can manufacture any size; just state handle length and
brush diameter. We will quote before fabricating. Standard sizes shown below.
Diameters up to 8” and handle lengths up to 144” can be made by special order.

965310 1” $13.30

965315 1 1/2” $13.80

965320 2” $14.30

965325 2 1/2” $14.80

965330 3” $15.30

967310 1” $13.70

967315 1 1/2” $14.20

967320 2” $14.70

967325 2 1/2” $15.20

967330 3” $15.70

967610 1” $14.70

967615 1 1/2” $15.20

967620 2” $15.70

967625 2 1/2” $16.20

967630 3” $16.70

967910 1” $15.70

967915 1 1/2” $16.20

967920 2” $16.70

967925 2 1/2” $17.20

967930 3” $17.70

971210 1” $16.70

971215 1 1/2” $17.20

971220 2” $17.70

971225 2 1/2” $18.20

971230 3” $18.70

965610 1” $14.30

965615 1 1/2” $14.80

965620 2” $15.30

965625 2 1/2” $15.80

965630 3” $16.30

965910 1” $15.30

965915 1 1/2” $15.80

965920 2” $16.30

965925 2 1/2” $16.80

965930 3” $17.30

961210 1” $16.30

961215 1 1/2” $16.80

961220 2” $17.30

961225 2 1/2” $17.80

961230 3” $18.30

13812 1/4” $2.70

113812 3/8” $3.00

213812 1/2” $3.20

313812 5/8” $3.40

413812 3/4” $3.60

513812 7/8” $3.80

613812 1” $4.00

713812 1 1/4” $4.20

813812 1 1/2” $4.40

913812 2” $4.60

13818 1/4” $2.80

113818 3/8” $3.20

213818 1/2” $3.40

313818 5/8” $3.60

413818 3/4” $3.80

513818 7/8” $4.00

613818 1” $4.20

713818 1 1/4” $4.40

813818 1 1/2” $4.60

913818 2” $4.80

13824 1/4” $3.00

113824 3/8” $3.40

213824 1/2” $3.60

313824 5/8” $3.80

413824 3/4” $4.00

513824 7/8” $4.20

613824 1” $4.40

713824 1 1/4” $4.60

813824 1 1/2” $4.80

913824 2” $5.00

Six brushes per pack.

213912 1/2” $3.50

313912 5/8” $3.70

413912 3/4” $3.90

513912 7/8” $4.10

613912 1” $4.30

713912 1 1/4” $4.50

813912 1 1/2” $4.70

913912 2” $4.90

213918 1/2” $3.70

313918 5/8” $3.90

413918 3/4” $4.10

513918 7/8” $4.30

613918 1” $4.50

713918 1 1/4” $4.70

813918 1 1/2” $4.90

913918 2” $5.10

213924 1/2” $3.90

313924 5/8” $4.10

413924 3/4” $4.30

513924 7/8” $4.50

613924 1” $4.70

713924 1 1/4” $4.90

813924 1 1/2” $5.10

913924 2” $5.30

Six brushes per pack.

These specially designed brushes provide a twisted
wire stem of the correct diameter best suited for the
diameter of the brush part. When ordering, just state
the brush number. All brushes are filled with white
synthetic. Other sizes available upon request.

pipe & fittingbrushes

order toll free 1.800.645.4111 or on our website www.brush.com



Very full synthetic brush head. Each tuft is securely held with stainless steel staples. Add
the solid poly handle, and you have an outstanding performer. Brush measures 16”
overall length.

9775 2 1/8” $11.35

9875 2 3/4” $13.40

9975 3 3/4” $13.80

The first and only hand scrub brush with synthetic bristles bonded in epoxy. This means
no tuft holes for bacteria to gather. No stapled tufts to come loose. The unbreakable
handle also assures the highest sanitation standards. Brush head measures 5” x 5” x 2”
trim, overall length is 10”.

This brush has similar block and dimensions as the super clean utility brush. The
difference is that all tufts are staple set into machined holes; the same method used by all
other scrub brush manufacturers. Brush head measures 4” x 4” x 2” trim, overall length
is 10”.

9197 White Synthetic $13.20

9190 White Synthetic $21.50

scrubbingbrushes

This small contoured brush block fits comfortably in your hand for easy scrubbing. It is
generously filled with synthetic. Brush face measures 2” x 6”. The trim is 1/2” x 1” and
the overall length is 6 3/4”.

9632 White Synthetic $11.45

Braun’s revolutionary epoxy set synthetic bristles meet or surpass every modern hygienic
standard, while providing the ultimate in use and performance. Brush face measures
5” x 5”, trim 2”, overall length: 20”. Polypropylene block.

9191 White Synthetic $25.00

9199 White Synthetic $15.30

The same brush as 9191, but with synthetic staple set in machined tuft holes.
Trim 1 3/4”.

Brushes shipped in white unless otherwise specified by letter designation following the item number.
Some prices for colors may vary. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice.BK R Y OR BL G P



This is a conveniently sized brush used to clean in and around machinery, constructed
with solid polypropylene handle and synthetic bristles. Brush face measures 6 1/2” x 7/8”
trim, overall length is 13 3/4”.

Originally designed to clean jet engine impeller blades, this brush has many other
applications. The solid polypropylene handle won’t soak up cleaning solutions.
Available with stainless steel bristles for maximum abrasion, or in synthetic material
for non-scratch cleaning. Brush face measures 1/4” x 2 1/4” x 1/2” trim, OAL 6”.

Cleans those hard-to-reach areas. Polypropylene plastic handle is inert to strong cleaning
solutions and solvents. Offset handle with finger grooves provides a comfortable grip.
Brush face measures 3/8” x 1/2” trim, overall length is 7 1/4”.  36 brushes per box.

Solid polypropylene block with two handle holes — one threaded, the other tapered.
Available in a variety of bristle materials. Brush face measures 3” x 10” x 3” trim.
Handle not included; see page 10.

9417 Synthetic $8.20

AC9 Synthetic $4.50

AC7 Stainless Steel $6.50

701BW Pure Bristle $61.00

701P Green Polystyrene $16.40

701G Gray Flagged Polystyrene $17.20

701PPL Purple Stiff Polypropylene $16.50

parts cleaningbrushes

E3ABOX White Synthetic $17.55

E3DBOX Stainless Steel Wire $24.48

E3FBOX Brass Wire $24.47

These ultra sanitary brushes are perfect for keeping machinery clean and free of dust.  All
of the materials in this epoxy set brush are FDA approved.  Every nylon fiber is permanently
set in a polypropylene block and will not shed.  Available in 2”, 3” and 4” widths.

B2A White Nylon Epoxy Set 2” $10.90

B3A White Nylon Epoxy Set 3” $17.50

B4A White Nylon Epoxy Set 4” $18.50

Nylon fibers are deep set into a polypropylene block and held fast with an FDA approved
Epoxy.  The ideal brush for cleaning critical parts in your machinery.  Available in 1” and
1.25” diameter.

B5A Round White Nylon 1” $12.50

B7A Round White Nylon 1.25” $15.20

order toll free 1.800.645.4111 or on our website www.brush.com



Heavy gauge stainless steel tube with nonferrous threaded tip. White plastic handle grip. The ultimate handle for strength, long life
and cleanliness, completely sealed and sanitary.

SS3 36” $44.00

SS4 48” $46.00

SS1 54” $48.00

SS5 60” $51.00

SS6 72” $57.00

SS3 SST 36” $62.00

SS4 SST 48” $64.00

SS1 SST 54” $66.50

SS5 SST 60” $70.00

SS6 SST 72” $75.00

Four wires twisted together to 5/16” diameter, plastic hand grip and 1/4” male
grip on the other end.

Four wires twisted together to 5/16” diameter; 1/4” male pipe thread one end and
female on the other end.

AL12 1 1/8” dia, 3 sections, extends 12’ down to 57” $52.00

AL18 1 1/8” dia, 3 sections, extends 18’ down to 79” $74.90

AL24 1 1/4” dia, 4 sections, extends 24’ down to 83” $92.00

1687-3 36” $16.50

1687-6 72” $22.50

Model B 1 1/8” x 60” Threaded on one end. Lacquer finish. $6.80

Model D 1 1/8” x 60” Threaded metal tip on one end. $7.80

Model FG60 1” x 60” $15.40

Model E60 1” x 60”  PVC coated. $30.00

16873SS 36” $35.60

16876SS 72” $41.20

1687S3 36” $17.50

1687S6 72” $23.50

1687S3SS 36” $37.00

1687S6SS 72” $42.50

handles ofdistinction

Brushes shipped in white unless otherwise specified by letter designation following the item number.
Some prices for colors may vary. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice.BK R Y OR BL G P



braunbrush
since 1875

43 Albertson Ave. Albertson, NY 11507
P: 516 741 6000   F: 516 741 6299
sales@brush.com  1.800.645.4111

®

order toll free 1.800.645.4111 or on our website www.brush.com

art
automotive
baking
candy
carpet & upholstery cleaning
conveyor & cylindrical
cosmetic
dairy & food
home brewing
packaging
pharmaceutical
tennis

industrybrushes

Custom designed brushes and price quotations available upon request.


